
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: May 27, 2020 10:20 AM
To: Mullan-Boudreau, Caitlin (SPAC/PSPC)
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Supplies

Another flag for the department.

Can you see if someone can reach out to them with a response?

Ref # 53960

Based in Gatineau
Phone: (613) 894 4819
Contact: Jeevan Singh

They can supply gloves, gowns, face shields, and masks

Thanks!

From: Larouche, Frederik (MacKinnon, Steven - Député) [mailto:frederik.larouche.327@parl.gc.ca]
Sent: May 25, 2020 12:41 PM
To: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Supplies

Hey Chelsea,

Mr. Singh called our office.

See email below, could you have someone contact him.

Thanks,

Fred

From: Jeevan Singh <jeevan@numed.io>
Sent: Monday, May 25, 2020 12:39 PM
To: MacKinnon, Steven - Député <Steven.MacKinnon@parl.gc.ca>
Subject: Covid 19 Supplies

Hi,

as per our conversation, I applied through the online portal was called by triage and didn't get an update after that, its
been almost a month. Our reference number was 53960. Our company name is numed supply corp.

We can provide particulate respirators, face masks, gowns (all levels), face shields, medical examination gloves, and
goggles. This is getting a little frustrating for us because our partners just shipped 3 million gowns to France+5 Million
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face shields to the UK last week and we see our Canadian stockpile depleting without being able to help. We have been
consistently shipping other products overseas without a hitch, we want to be able to help our home as well. I can send
test reports, manufacturer presentations, samples, and organize site visits to factories (in China, embassy staff can
probably do this) on an as-needed basis.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Best Regards,

Jeevan Singh
Email: Jeevan@numed.io 
Direct: +1 (613) 8944819
MI , ' 1111
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This email is confidential and is intended for the exclusive use of the addressee. Any other person is strictly prohibited from disclosing, distributing or reproducing it.
If you have received this email by mistake please notify the sender and delete all copies.
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